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“Well, I don’t think so, you saved me first, so I’m fond of you.”

“Hmph, you’re shameless.”Mo Yuyan glared.

“Haha, anyways, thank you for saving me the day before yesterday, alright, see you later, I should be
leaving.”

Mo Yuyan also didn’t stay Omi, Omi said that she fell in love with him at first sight while saying that he
only had good feelings for her, this made Mo Yuyan feel that Omi was very thick-skinned, however,
although Mo Yuyan felt that Omi was shameless, but, she couldn’t hate it.

Omi came to the deck and flew away quickly with Mo Qianyan and others.

After flying for a day and a night, he saw a huge city in front of him.

“Let’s stop and rest our feet.”

“Good, you scratch that, we’ve been running around the Sea of Death for so long, it’s time for a good
rest on land, and we haven’t even properly understood what the Six Seas are like since we arrived.”Mu
Qianji nodded his head in agreement.

Tang Huan said, “And ah, let’s not forget to go back to the One Heavy Sea and find my father.”

“Of course, but we’ll have to wait a year for those things.”

Omi landed on the ground and walked down a street where people were coming and going. First URL
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On this street, there were many immortal cultivators, as well as many low-level immortal cultivators,
these low-level immortal cultivators had a hard time hanging out in this kind of place, almost reduced
to the rhythm of ordinary people.

“Why are there so many low-level immortal cultivators ah, before we were in the Five Seas, it felt like
the Mahayana ones were having trouble coming up.”

“Anywhere there are people at the bottom, these low-level immortal cultivators, they must have been
here for generations, and in the end, they were almost reduced to ordinary people here.”

Saying that, Omi walked into a restaurant.

“Boss, order food.”

“Okay Le.”

The owner walked up, and the owner was a Spiritual Harmony Stage immortal cultivator.



In the First Sea, the Spiritual Harmony Stage was at the level of the Feiyun Sect’s Master and Vice
Master, but in the Six Seas, he only ran a restaurant.Therefore, if there was no difference, there was
also a huge difference.

“Senior, what would you like to eat.”

“Show me the menu.”

“Okay.”

Omi took the menu, and there were many dishes on the menu, with prices marked on the back.

Deep Sea Purple Conch, ten pieces of third grade spirit stones for a plate.

Heart of the Heavenly Bird, five pieces of fourth-grade spirit stones a serving.

Steamed White Swallow, six pieces of third-grade spirit stones for a pot.

Omi secretly said, “This place is even using spirit stones directly as currency, and it seems like the price
isn’t cheap, no wonder Spiritual Harmony Stage Immortals are working as restaurant owners.”

Omi said, “Give me one of the most expensive mountain and sea delicacies you have here.”

Omi didn’t have anything else, spirit stones were definitely not less than the average person, even,
Omi’s spirit stone storage could be ranked in the Sixth Sea, if he didn’t refine so many eighth grade
spirit stones before, he would even be somewhat competitive in the Seventh Sea.

“Alright Le, guest, but I must warn you first, if we were to have a serving of the most expensive ones
we have here, I’m afraid it would end up costing you a fifth grade spirit stone, are you sure?It’s not like
the average person can afford to eat.”The shopkeeper asked in confirmation.

“Do I look like I can’t afford to eat it?

“

“Oh, customer, don’t think of eating a tyrannical meal ah, we are the people of the Mo Dynasty, if you
eat a tyrannical meal, the Mo Dynasty will definitely not stop, but the Mo Dynasty absolutely
embraces us as its people, just like we love the Mo Dynasty.”The shopkeeper warned.

“Don’t talk so much nonsense, hurry up and serve the food.”

The shopkeeper farted away, looking like he was worried that Omi couldn’t afford to eat.

Lu Yu Xi said, “Are we in the Mo Dynasty now?What kind of geographical pattern is the Sixfold Sea.”

“I’ll find out if I go and ask around.”

A few minutes later, Omi returned and said, “In total, there are nine strongest Immortal Powers in the
Sea of Six Heavens, and these nine strongest Immortal Powers are the Nine Great Immortal Imperial
Dynasties.These nine Great Immortal Imperial Cities rule the Six Seas, dividing the resistance of the Six
Seas.Within the territory of these nine great immortal imperial dynasties, there were many more great
immortal cultivation families, as well as countless low-level immortal cultivators, and other
personnel.However, these nine immortal dynasties were in turn ruled by the five super immortal
cultivation families that were even stronger in the Seven Seas.The place we’re in now is within the



territory of the Mo’s Immortal Cultivation Dynasty.By the way, that green-clothed woman we met
today at the sea, Mo Yuyan, she’s from the Mo Dynasty, if I’m not mistaken, her status in the Mo
Dynasty of Immortality is not low, seeing how she’s protected by so many Mahayana Stage
powerhouses, she must be a princess of the Mo Dynasty of Immortality.”

“Uh, Mo Yuyan is a princess of the Six Seas ah.”

“Oh, I guessed.”

At that moment, all kinds of rich dishes came up.

“Let’s eat.”

Omi and the others began to gobble, the dishes here were delicious and very enjoyable to eat, and
they all had some sort of spiritual effect.

After they ate, Omi and the others walked out of the street again, and had wanted to book a hotel
room.

However, Omi felt that the future time spent in the Six Seas would be very long, estimated to be
several hundred years, so staying in an inn for a long time was not an option, so they could simply open
up a cave here.

“Where are we going to open up a cave residence?”Tang Huan asked, “They’ve been around the
perimeter for a long time.

Omi said, “Of course it has to be in the place with the densest aura density.”

Mu Qianji said, “There’s no need to look for it, there are nine places where the density of aura of the
Six Seas is the densest, and these nine places are the capitals of the Nine Great Immortal Cultivation
Royal Dynasties.Outside of the capitals of the nine great immortal cultivation dynasties, there are
many places with slightly lower concentrations, but they have all been occupied by some big families
and have become the headquarters of those great immortal cultivation families.Therefore, it’s
impossible for us to still find places with a high concentration of aura in the Six Seas.”

“That’s right, so I’ve decided that we’ll buy a residence in the capital of the Mo Clan Dynasty.In the
capital of the Mo Dynasty, the closer it is to the center of the palace, the higher the concentration of
aura, so we’ll buy a residence as close to the palace as possible.”

Mu Qianji said, “If I’m guessing correctly, the closer to the center of the palace, every residence is
occupied by some strong person, such as a Mahayana or something like that.If a street counts as a
circle, the mansions we can still buy are already twenty circles away.”

“Twenty circles, that’s a very ordinary aura.”

Omi said, “I don’t believe that I have spirit stones, but I’m still afraid that I won’t be able to buy a
residence near the center, so let’s go and ask around where we can buy a residence.”

After asking around, in order to buy a residence, one had to go to the Mo’s Cave Management Pavilion.

The Mo’s Cave Management Pavilion was at the entrance to the palace.

Omi smoothly arrived at the Mo’s Cave Management Pavilion.
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